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Xȁ�0Ƕ�§ƊȺȌ�ƊȁƮ�ÀƵǶǶƵȲ�!ȌɐȁɈǞƵȺة�ȁȌȁȯȲȌ˛ɈȺ�ȺɐȺɈƊǞȁ�ȌɨƵȲ�
21,500 jobs�ƊȁƮ�$2 billion in annual direct spending. 

72 percent�ȌǏ�ȲƵȺȯȌȁƮǞȁǐ�ȁȌȁȯȲȌ˛ɈȺ�
ǘƊɨƵ�ǶƵȺȺ�ɈǘƊȁ�ׁׂ�ǿȌȁɈǘȺٚ ǶǞȱɐǞƮ�˛ȁƊȁƧǞƊǶ�
ȲɐȁɩƊɯ�Ȍȁ�ǘƊȁƮ�ȌȲ�ȲƵƊƮǞǶɯ�ƊɨƊǞǶƊƦǶƵخ

yȌȁȯȲȌ˛Ɉ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁȺ�ǐƵȁƵȲƊɈƵ�ǿƊȺȺǞɨƵ�ƵƧȌȁȌǿǞƧ�ƊȁƮ�ȺȌƧǞƊǶ�ǞǿȯƊƧɈȺ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵ�§ǞǲƵȺ�§ƵƊǲ�ȲƵǐǞȌȁخ�
ÀǘƵȺƵ�ǞǿȯƊƧɈȺ�ǏɐȁƮƊǿƵȁɈƊǶǶɯ�ǞǿȯƊƧɈ�ƮƊɯ�ɈȌ�ƮƊɯ�ǶǞǏƵ�ǏȌȲ�ƊǶǶخ�àǞɈǘ�ɈǘƵ�!�ßX(ׁٌ�JǶȌƦƊǶ�§ƊȁƮƵǿǞƧ�
ƮǞȺȲɐȯɈǞȁǐ�ȲƵǐɐǶƊȲ�ƦɐȺǞȁƵȺȺ�ƊȁƮ�ǶǞǏƵ�ǶȌƧƊǶǶɯ�ƊȁƮ�ǐǶȌƦƊǶǶɯة�ɐȁƮƵȲȺɈƊȁƮǞȁǐ�ǘȌɩ�ɈǘƵȺƵ�ƵȺȺƵȁɈǞƊǶ�
ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁȺ�ǘƊɨƵ�ƦƵƵȁ�ȺȯƵƧǞ˛ƧƊǶǶɯ�ǞǿȯƊƧɈƵƮ�ǞȺ�ǞǿȯȌȲɈƊȁɈ�ǏȌȲ�ȯȲȌɈƵƧɈǞȁǐ�ȌɨƵȲƊǶǶ�ƵƧȌȁȌǿǞƧ�ɨǞɈƊǶǞɈɯ�
ƊȁƮ�ȱɐƊǶǞɈɯ�ȌǏ�ǶǞǏƵة�ƊȺ�ɩƵǶǶ�ƊȺ�ɈǘƵ�ȺȯƵƧǞ˛Ƨ�ǿǞȺȺǞȌȁ�ƵƊƧǘ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁ�ȺƵȲɨƵȺخ

ׄׄׄ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁȺ�ɩƵȲƵ�ǞȁɨǞɈƵƮ�ɈȌ�ȯƊȲɈǞƧǞȯƊɈƵ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘǞȺ�ȲƵȺƵƊȲƧǘ׆׃ׂ�خ�ȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵƮة�ǞȁƧǶɐƮǞȁǐׁ׃��ȯƊȲɈǞƊǶ�
ȲƵȺȯȌȁȺƵȺ�ɩǘǞƧǘ�ǘƊɨƵ�ƦƵƵȁ�ǞȁƧǶɐƮƵƮ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵ�ȲƵȺɐǶɈȺخ

²ƵƧɈȌȲ� ȲƵƊǲƮȌɩȁ  ɐƮǐƵɈ�²ǞɹƵ� ȲƵƊǲƮȌɩȁ

mǞȱɐǞƮ�ªɐȁɩƊɯ��ɨƊǞǶƊƦǶƵـ�!ɐȲȲƵȁɈ�!ƊȯƊƧǞɈɯف
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wȌȺɈ�ǏɐȁƮǞȁǐ�ȺȌɐȲƧƵȺ�ƊȁƮ�ƦɐƮǐƵɈȺ�ǘƊɨƵ�ȺƵƵȁ�ȲƵƮɐƧɈǞȌȁȺخ�
IɐȁƮǞȁǐ�ǐȲȌɩɈǘ�ǏȌƧɐȺƵƮ�Ǟȁ�ǘƵƊǶɈǘ�ƊȁƮ�ǘɐǿƊȁ�ȺƵȲɨǞƧƵȺخ 

IǞȁƊȁƧǞƊǶ�XǿȯƊƧɈȺـ�Ʀɯ�ȺȌɐȲƧƵ�ȌǏ�ȲƵɨƵȁɐƵ�ȌȲ�ƵɮȯƵȁȺƵف 

 ɐƮǐƵɈ�ƧȌȁɈȲǞƦɐɈǞȌȁȺـ�ƦƊȺƵǶǞȁƵف

0ǿƵȲǐƵȁƧɯ�ǏɐȁƮǞȁǐ�ǘƊȺ�ƦƵƵȁ�ȺƵƧɐȲƵƮ�Ʀɯ�ȺȌǿƵخ
IɐȁƮǞȁǐ�ƊȯȯǶǞƧƊɈǞȌȁȺـ�Ʀɯ�ȺƵƧɈȌȲف IɐȁƮǞȁǐ�ƊȯȯǶǞƧƊɈǞȌȁȺـ�Ʀɯ�ƦɐƮǐƵɈف

Table note: All columns 
are percentages of 
funding received out of 
those who applied for 
that funding source. 
The far right column 
(received no funding) 
is percentage of those 
who applied for any 
source.

yȌ�ƧǘƊȁǐƵ
فȁȌɈ�ǐȲƊȯǘƵƮـ
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IȌȲ�ǿȌȺɈ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁȺة�IÀ0�ȺɈƊǏǏ�
ǶƵɨƵǶȺ�ƊȲƵ�ɐȁƧǘƊȁǐƵƮ�ƊȁƮ�ǶƊɯȌǏǏȺ�
ƊȲƵ�ȁȌɈ�Ȍȁ�ɈǘƵ�ǞǿǿƵƮǞƊɈƵ�ǘȌȲǞɹȌȁخ�
RȌɩƵɨƵȲ�20ة percent have reduced 
staff and 44 percent of those have 
reduced services��خ�ȯƵȲƧƵȁɈ�ǘƊɨƵ�
ȯǶƊȁȺ�ǏȌȲ�ǏɐȲɈǘƵȲ�ǶƊɯȌǏǏȺ�24خ percent 
plan to hire.

XǿȯƊƧɈȺ�0ɮȯƵȲǞƵȁƧƵƮ

IɐɈɐȲƵ�§ǶƊȁȺـ�ƊȺ�ȌǏ�ǿǞƮٌhɐȁƵف

XǿȯƊƧɈȺـ�Ʀɯ�ȺƵƧɈȌȲف

ÀȌȯ�ׅ�XǿǿƵƮǞƊɈƵ�yƵƵƮȺب�
• §ȲȌɨǞƮǞȁǐ�ƊȯȯȲȌȯȲǞƊɈƵ�ɈƵƧǘȁȌǶȌǐɯ

• �ƦǞǶǞɈɯ�ɈȌ�ǿƵƵɈ�ȯƊɯȲȌǶǶ

• �ƦǞǶǞɈɯ�ɈȌ�ȯɐȲƧǘƊȺƵ�ȺɐȯȯǶǞƵȺ

• IǞȁƊȁƧǞƊǶ�ȺɐȯȯȌȲɈ�ǏȌȲ�ȁƵɩ�ȌȲ 
ɐȁƵɮȯƵƧɈƵƮ�ȺƵȲɨǞƧƵȺ�ȌȲ�ƵɮȯƵȁȺƵȺ

• �ƦǞǶǞɈɯ�ɈȌ�ƊƧȱɐǞȲƵ�ȺƊǏƵɈɯ�ƊȁƮ�ȯȲȌɈƵƧɈǞɨƵ�
ƵȱɐǞȯǿƵȁɈ

�ȁɈǞƧǞȯƊɈƵƮ�IɐɈɐȲƵ�yƵƵƮȺب�yƵɮɈׁׂٌ׆��wȌȁɈǘȺ
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Non-grant funding options 
are generally unpopularة�
ɈǘȌɐǐǘ׃��ȯƵȲƧƵȁɈ�ƊȲƵ�
ǞȁɈƵȲƵȺɈƵƮ�Ǟȁ�ǶȌɩٌ�ȌȲ�ȁȌٌ
ǞȁɈƵȲƵȺɈ�ǶȌƊȁȺخ��ȯȯȌȲɈɐȁǞɈǞƵȺ�
ǏȌȲ�ƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁ�ǿƊɯ�ƵɮǞȺɈخ

²ǞǿǞǶƊȲǶɯة�mergers and 
acquisitions are not popular 
ȌȯɈǞȌȁȺ�ƊƧȲȌȺȺ�ƊǶǶ�ȺƵƧɈȌȲȺخ
ªƵȺȯȌȁƮǞȁǐ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁȺ�
ȺǘƊȲƵƮ�ɈǘƊɈ�ɈǘƵȲƵ�ƊȲƵ�
ȺǞɈɐƊɈǞȌȁȺ�ɐȁƮƵȲ�ɩǘǞƧǘ�ɈǘƵɯ�
ɩȌɐǶƮ�ƧȌȁȺǞƮƵȲ�Ɗ�ǿƵȲǐƵȲ�ȌȲ�
ƊƧȱɐǞȺǞɈǞȌȁة�ɈǘȌɐǐǘخ

àǘƊɈ�IɐȁƮǞȁǐ�²ȌɐȲƧƵȺ�àȌɐǶƮ�æȌɐ�!ȌȁȺǞƮƵȲد

àǘǞƧǘ�àȌɐǶƮ�æȌɐ�!ȌȁȺǞƮƵȲ�ɈȌ�§ȲȌɈƵƧɈ�æȌɐȲ�wǞȺȺǞȌȁد
ÇȁƮƵȲ�àǘƊɈ�!ǞȲƧɐǿȺɈƊȁƧƵȺ�àȌɐǶƮ�æȌɐ�!ȌȁȺǞƮƵȲ�

��wƵȲǐƵȲ�ȌȲ��ƧȱɐǞȺǞɈǞȌȁد

Low interest in these funding sources is generally consistent across 
sectors, with slightly higher percentage interest in Health and 
Environment/Animals. Reasons listed for low interest include: no 
interest in debt/not being in a position to repay, seeing such funding 
as unnecessary, or it not being consistent with their business model. 
Having an earned income stream was not correlated with much 
increased interest. Most who indicated interest also indicated 3-5 
months' runway and/or having applied to Survive and Thrive.

Organizations interested in either a merger or acquisition were concentrated in the Health and Other categories. 

IȲȌǿ�ɈǘƵ�ȁȌȁȯȲȌ˛Ɉ�ȲƵȺȯȌȁȺƵȺخخخخ

"While it is not easy to operate without the 
technology and access to others we are used 
to, it is not earthshaking in and of itself. It has 

been hard to stay in our lane [because] our 
constituency has been so profoundly impact-

ed by the pandemic." 

"We struggle to keep staff as they are scared 
to be with the children due to illness, even 
though we do not have COVID on campus. 
Our model of intervention has completely 

changed. This looks like this may have to be 
how move into the future."

"We are not sure that we will 
survive this as an organization. 
We have had 0$ in revenue for 

over three months and 0$ in 
funding from any public source."

"In the culture we serve, one on 
one [service] is very important not 

only for the culture...but also for 
the language barrier. We serve 
victims of crime, and 60% are 

victims of domestic violence who 
will not have privacy if they use 
phone or video-health therapy.  

We are in conversations with the 
Board about several measures 
that we want to take, but we 

have not made a decision yet. 
However, something that we will 
do immediately is to implement 
an educational internet based 
program were people can ask 
questions on line, and receive 
answers immediately. We will 

continue offering video-counseling 
sessions and advocacy."

"We have switched to call-in 
clinics, which have had a much 
higher success rate than they 
ever did before COVID-19...Our 

funding is somewhat impacted 
from what we've heard, but it's 
too early to tell if we will need to 

seek new funding.  

"We are assessing options based on scenario 
planning.  We can satisfy some needs online 
but this is only life support.  Our art form is a 

live experience, and online media/broadcasts 
can only satisfy for so long.  Our long term 

resilience depends on our ability to perform for 
live audiences in some way."
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�ƦȌɐɈ�ɈǘǞȺ�ȲƵȯȌȲɈخخخ

ÀǘƵ�©ɐƊƮ�XȁȁȌɨƊɈǞȌȁ�§ƊȲɈȁƵȲȺǘǞȯ�ǞȺ�Ɗ�ȲƵȺƵƊȲƧǘ�ƧȌǶǶƊƦȌȲƊɈǞȌȁ�ƦƵɈɩƵƵȁ�!ȌǶȌȲƊƮȌ�!ȌǶǶƵǐƵة�
§ǞǲƵȺ�§ƵƊǲ�!ȌǿǿɐȁǞɈɯ�!ȌǶǶƵǐƵة�ÇȁǞɨƵȲȺǞɈɯ�ȌǏ�!ȌǶȌȲƊƮȌ�!ȌǶȌȲƊƮȌ�²ȯȲǞȁǐȺ�ƊȁƮ�ɈǘƵ�Ç²�
�ǞȲ�IȌȲƧƵ��ƧƊƮƵǿɯـ�ǞȁȺȌǏƊȲ�ƊȺ�ƊɐɈǘȌȲǞɹƵƮ�Ʀɯ�IƵƮƵȲƊǶ�ǶƊɩ�²خفؤɐȲɨƵɯ�ȲƵȺƵƊȲƧǘ�ƧȌȁɈƊǞȁƵƮ�
Ǟȁ�ɈǘǞȺ�ȲƵȯȌȲɈ�ɩƊȺ�ƧȌȁƮɐƧɈƵƮ�ɈǘȲȌɐǐǘ�ɈǘƵ�©ɐƊƮ�ªƵȺƵƊȲƧǘ�IƵǶǶȌɩȺǘǞȯ�ȯȲȌǐȲƊǿة�ɩǘǞƧǘ�
ȺɐȯȯȌȲɈȺ�ȲƵƧƵȁɈ�ǐȲƊƮɐƊɈƵȺ�Ǟȁ�ƊƮɨƊȁƧǞȁǐ�ȯȲǞȌȲǞɈɯ�ȯȲȌǯƵƧɈȺ�ǏȌȲ�ȯƊȲɈȁƵȲȺ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵ�ƧȌǿǿɐȁǞɈɯخ�
IƵǶǶȌɩȺ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵ�ȯȲȌǐȲƊǿ�ƊȺȺɐǿƵ�ǶƵƊƮƵȲȺǘǞȯ�ȲȌǶƵȺ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵǞȲ�ȯȲȌǯƵƧɈȺ�ƊȁƮ�ƊȲƵ�ȺɐȯȯȌȲɈƵƮ�
Ʀɯ�©ɐƊƮ�ǿƊȁƊǐƵǿƵȁɈ�ȺɈƊǏǏ�ɩǘȌ�ȯȲȌɨǞƮƵ�ɩȌȲǲ�ȯȲȌƮɐƧɈ�ȲƵɨǞƵɩة�ɩȌȲǲ�ȯȲȌƧƵȺȺ�ȺɐȯȯȌȲɈة�
ǐƵȁƵȲƊǶ�ȺɐȯƵȲɨǞȺǞȌȁ�ƊȁƮ�ǐȲȌɩɈǘ�ƧȌƊƧǘǞȁǐخ�§Ƶȁȁɯ�JȲƊȁɈ�ȺƵȲɨƵƮ�ƊȺ�IƵǶǶȌɩ�ªƵȺƵƊȲƧǘ�mƵƊƮ�
ǏȌȲ�ɈǘǞȺ�ȯȲȌǯƵƧɈخ

ÀǘǞȺ�ȺɐȲɨƵɯ�ƵǏǏȌȲɈ�ɩƊȺ�ƧȌǿǿǞȺȺǞȌȁƵƮ�Ʀɯ�ɈǘƵ�§ǞǲƵȺ�§ƵƊǲ�!ȌǿǿɐȁǞɈɯ�IȌɐȁƮƊɈǞȌȁ�Ȍȁ�
ƦƵǘƊǶǏ�ȌǏ�²ȯɐȲ�§ǘǞǶƊȁɈǘȲȌȯɯ�ƊȁƮ�Ɗ�ƧȌƊǶǞɈǞȌȁ�ȌǏ�§ǞǲƵȺ�§ƵƊǲ�ȲƵǐǞȌȁ�ǏȌɐȁƮƊɈǞȌȁȺ�ƊȁƮ�
ǏɐȁƮǞȁǐ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁȺخ�ÀǘƵ�ǞȁɈƵȁɈ�ɩƊȺ�ɈȌ�ɐȁƮƵȲȺɈƊȁƮ�ɈǘƵ�ƧɐȲȲƵȁɈ�ȺɈƊɈƵ�ȌǏ�ɈǘƵ�ȁȌȁȯȲȌ˛Ɉ�
ȺƵƧɈȌȲ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵ�ȲƵǐǞȌȁة�ȯƊȲɈǞƧɐǶƊȲǶɯ�ɈǘƵ�ǞǿȯƊƧɈȺ�ȌǏ�ɈǘƵ�!�ßX(ׁٌ�JǶȌƦƊǶ�§ƊȁƮƵǿǞƧخ

²ɐȲɨƵɯ�ȲƵȺȯȌȁȺƵȺ�ǏȌȲ�ɈǘǞȺ�ƵǏǏȌȲɈ�ɩƵȲƵ�ƧȌǶǶƵƧɈƵƮ�ȌɨƵȲ�Ɗȁ�ׁ�ƮƊɯ�ȯƵȲǞȌƮة�hɐȁƵ�Ɉǘ�ٌ�ׂ׆Ɉǘة�
�خ�ªƵȺȯȌȁȺƵȺ�ɩƵȲƵ�ƧȌǶǶƵƧɈƵƮ�ƊȁƮ�ƮƊɈƊ�ƊȁƊǶɯɹƵƮ�ɐȺǞȁǐ�©ɐƊǶɈȲǞƧȺ�ƊȁƮ�wǞƧȲȌȺȌǏɈ��Ǐ˛ƧƵخ׀ׂ׀ׂ
©ɐƊǶɈȲǞƧȺ�ȺȌǏɈɩƊȲƵ�ɩƊȺ�ȯȲȌɨǞƮƵƮ�Ʀɯ�!ȌǶȌȲƊƮȌ�!ȌǶǶƵǐƵׄׄׄ�خ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁȺ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵ�§ǞǲƵȺ�
§ƵƊǲ�ȲƵǐǞȌȁ�ɩƵȲƵ�ǞȁɨǞɈƵƮ�ɈȌ�ȲƵȺȯȌȁƮخ�ÀǘƵ�ׂ׆׃�ȲƵȺȯȌȁȺƵȺ�ȲƵȯȲƵȺƵȁɈȺ�Ɗ�ׁׅخ׃�ȲƵȺȯȌȁȺƵ�
ȲƊɈƵخ�ªƵȺȯȌȁȺƵȺ�ƊȲƵ�ȯȲƵȺƵȁɈƵƮ�ƦȲȌǲƵȁ�ƮȌɩȁ�Ʀɯ�ȺƵƧɈȌȲ�ƊȁƮ�ȌȲǐƊȁǞɹƊɈǞȌȁ�ȺǞɹƵ�Ǟȁ�ȌȲƮƵȲ�ɈȌ�
ǞƮƵȁɈǞǏɯ�ɈȲƵȁƮȺ�ȁȌɈ�ƊȯȯƊȲƵȁɈ�Ǟȁ�ɈǘƵ�ǐƵȁƵȲƊǶ�ƮƊɈƊخ�

Additional support provided by the RNR Foundation

*The Quad is not an entity of the Federal government and USAFA implies no Federal underwriting nor 
endorsement of the activities.


